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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
News
Mertz
trial set
for Oct. 7
By Maura Possley
City editor
Despite a defense request to delay the trial’s
start until January, the capital murder trial of
Anthony B. Mertz will begin Sept. 30, Circuit
Court Judge Dale Cini ruled Monday.
Jury selection will
begin Sept. 30 for the case
and Cini said if selection
remains on schedule the
trial will begin the follow-
ing week on Oct. 7.
Mertz, a former
Eastern student, has been
charged with the June 12
murder of Eastern student
Shannon McNamara. He
was originally scheduled to stand trial Jan. 22,
but, at the defense’s request, the trial was
moved back. The trial was then scheduled to
start Monday, but an additional continuance
was approved April 3.
Both delays were requested by Mertz’s lead
attorney Paula Phillips, who contended she
was not ready for trial.
At Monday’s pretrial hearing, Phillips said
the defense needed to delay the trial at least
eight months because of the “considerable
amount of work to be done.”
Phillips told Cini she was looking to hire an
additional attorney to aid the defense. At
Mertz’s last pretrial hearing, April 3, Cini had
requested Phillips seek assistance from the
Capital Litigation Trial Bar. However, the
defense has yet to hire another counsel certi-
fied by the the special section of the state
Supreme Court that ensures attorneys are
qualified to work on death penalty cases.
Todd Berg, a mitigation expert from the
Illinois Appellate Defender’s Office, may also
join the defense. On Monday Berg told the
court that if hired he would need an addition-
al eight months of preparation.
Cini suggested hiring another expert, which
Phillips contested.
Anthony Mertz
See MERTZ Page 7
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Tomy Wilhelm, Eastern alumnus, Diane Beilke, a junior psychology major and Sarah Rich, a senior biology major, play a game of Trivial
Pursuit at Fox Ridge State Park Monday afternoon. Due to Illinois State budget cuts the state park has been put on a list of “could be”
closings. The decision will accompany final budget approval.
Budget cuts could close Fox Ridge
By Maura Possley
City editor 
As a result of state budget constraints, a
popular state park in Charleston may close
to the public.
Fox Ridge State Park was listed on as
one of the several parks in Illinois which
could be closed in order to conserve
money for the budget, State
Representative Dale Righter, R-Mattoon,
said Monday.
Tim Schweizer, spokesman for the
Illinois Department of Natural Resources,
said Friday the list was made to “identify
possible cost savings.”
“We’re in the process of doing that and
no decisions have been made,” he said.
The final decision on whether the park
will close will accompany approval of the
final budget, which can be expected
“sometime before July 1,” Schweizer said.
If closed, the park will not allow the
public to rent shelter or campsites inside
the park and no person would be allowed
to enter the park, said Glen Lyons, site
superintendent  Monday.
“It will be closed and the gates will be
locked,” he said. “But that’s all subject to
change. That’s beyond my control.”
Mayor Dan Cougill opposed the idea
to close the park contesting that although
the state may save money this year with
the park closed, it would cost extra the
year the park reopened.
“It costs more because you didn’t main-
tain it,” he said. “I think they’re being very
short sighted in that.”
Instead, Cougill said that “if every
department in the state of Illinois took a 5
percent cut, they could handle the bud-
get.”
“To take something that you and I pay
for and you and I enjoy and threaten to
take it away, and then not deal with the
issues they ought to deal with bugs me,” he
said.
However, Righter stressed that the list
is not “firm or solid,” and it was put
together in order to “rattle the cages of
some of the legislators.
“The government is trying to wake
people up,” he said.
Cougill agreed saying although there is
See FOX RIDGE Page 7
To take something that you and I
pay for and you and I enjoy and
threaten to take it away, and then
not deal with the issues they ought
to deal with bugs me.
Dan Cougill,
Charleston mayor
“
”
Candidates field audience questions before election
By Benjamin Tully
Student Government editor
Candidates for student govern-
ment executive positions addressed
current issues and the their vision for
Eastern’s future in an election debate
Monday night.
Current vice president of acade-
mic affairs, Jessica Catto, introduced
the candidates by political party affil-
iation.
Candidate for student body pres-
ident, senior political science major,
Alison Mormino, said her position
essentially involves attending a lot of
meetings and her current busy
schedule has readied her for the job.
Mormino, running with the
Students’ Voice party, also com-
mented on the veto power she would
obtain provided she wins the elec-
tion.
“I would use veto power if a situ-
ation came up where the Student
Senate was uneducated or unin-
formed about the situation,”
Mormino said.
Tim Edwards of the Common
Sense party and Amy Leonard of
the Students’ Voice party highlight-
ed their experience with finances as
they vied for the position of Student
Vice President for Financial Affairs.
Edwards, a junior speech com-
munication major, mentioned his
work on the Tuition and Fee Review
Committee and said he has been
able to see how monies get allocated.
He also wants recognized student
organizations to get official money
from the apportionment board.
“This will give (RSOs) a chance
to get additional funding from the
(Apportionment Board),” Edwards
said.
Edwards also wants to help cre-
ate a pamphlet to send to all resi-
dence halls that breaks down the
student fees.
Leonard, a sophomore political
science major, said she has served on
AB, a committee whose budget is
made up of student fees and funds
other university boards, for two
semesters.
Leonard plans to look at a
“frozen tuition” program, which
locks the price of tuition so when a
student enrolls his first year tuition
fees will remain the same as the year
he graduates.
Student Government
elections 2002
Polling places & times
 Carman Hall lobby
 Taylor Hall lobby
 Martin Luther King Jr. 
University Union
 Student Recreation Center
 Coleman Hall
Polls are open 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
To vote bring a student ID
See ELECTIONS Page 7
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forecast
campus
today
Thursday
Wednesday
88˚
64˚
partly 
cloudy
77˚
54˚
morning 
thunderstorms
75˚
56˚
partly
cloudy
Friday
70˚
45˚
showers, 
thunderstorms
Saturday
60˚
40˚
showers
Caitlin Bullis/Associate photo editor
Studying in the sun
Justin Hemming, a sophomore elementary education major, studies with Alicia Kuhl, a freshmen middle
level education major, Monday afternoon on the patio south of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.  
Anxiety class works on test taking
In Monday’s issue of The Daily
Eastern News an article incorrectly
reported the date of Subway’s free
cookie day.The free cookie day was
Monday
The News regrets the error.
Correction
By Nikki Nolan-Theodour
Staff writer
For some students, spring does
not only bring flowers and sun-
shine. It can also be that nerve-
racking time of the year – finals are
here again.
Psi Chi, The Psychology
Honors Department, is sponsoring
a test-taking anxiety seminar in
conjunction with the counseling
center Wednesday to help students
deal with the pressure.
The seminar will take place at 7
p.m in room 2011 of Lumpkin
Hall.
“A number of students suffer
from test-taking anxiety and it
interferes with their ability to per-
form as well as they normally
could,” said David Onestak, direc-
tor of  the counseling center. “So
this seminar comes at a good time.”
Onestak also explained the
majority of test-taking stress is not
directly related to the exam itself.
Most of the stress is caused by
outside pressures like graduation
and passing a course. Speakers will
focus on eliminating outside influ-
ences like these during exams.
The seminar will teach students
to recognize symptoms of stress,
such as shaky hands and an
increase in heart rate, and then
demonstrate physical anxiety con-
trol.
Mark May, assistant director of
academic advising, will cover the
test preparation piece of the semi-
nar.
May says that it is best to look at
performing well on an exam the
same as performing well at any
other task.
“We’re going to look at specific
strategies that will mimic the test-
taking process. Students can use
these methods while studying,”
May said.
He will be presenting an inter-
active three-step strategy for suc-
cess on exams.
“Some anxiety is good. It’s a
natural function of the body,”
Onestak said.
Faculty Senate will discuss fear of decline in standards
By Scott Miller
Administration editor
Fear of a possible decline in aca-
demic quality of students at Eastern
has become an issue for the Faculty
Senate to review.
The Faculty Senate meets at 2
p.m. Tuesday in Conference Room
4440 of Booth Library to discuss a
potentially great fall in the average
ACT for freshmen, which has not
seen an increase since the fall
semester of 1996, when the scores
jumped three-tenths of a point from
the previous year, according to a
planning and institutional studies
office report.
In 1999, the admissions office
raised the minimum ACT score
that prospective students need for
admission to the university by one
point. Now, a student in the top
quarter of their graduating class
needs a score of 18 and a student in
the top half of their class needs a 19.
The highest possible score on the
test is 36.
Despite the attempt to raise
quality, the scores have not
increased and have actually seen a
slight drop. Scores slipped by one-
tenth of a point from the fall of
2000, when the average ACT score
among freshmen was 22.2, to the
fall of 2001, which saw a 22.1 aver-
age.
Frank Hohengarten, dean of
enrollment management, said on
April 11 the drop was insignificant
because it is difficult to change the
averages.
However, the Faculty Senate
Chair Bud Fischer, associate biolo-
gy professor, said Monday that it
was an issue for the senate to discuss
a cause of and a solution to.
“With recent numbers falling,”
he said, “we’re going to take a look
at all kinds of things.”
Pepper spray training session at Newman Catholic Center
By Caitlin Prendergast
Activities editor
Anyone looking to protect
themselves responsibly should
attend a free pepper spray train-
ing session at the Newman
Catholic Center at 6:30 p.m.
The session, sponsored by the
Sexual Assault Counseling and
Information Service, will provide
about 100 free pepper spray key
rings to willing trainees, said
Jeanie Stenson, administrative
assistant for SACIS.
Dave Chambers, of the
Charleston Police Department,
will also present information on
how to properly use pepper
spray.
“He will demonstrate how to
use the spray and other self-
defense techniques,” Stenson
said.
This is the first time SACIS
has sponsored such an event, and
the organization views the train-
ing as prevention education,
Stenson said.
Stenson also encourages stu-
dents to bring groups of friends,
males or females, to the free pre-
sentation.
For more information on pep-
per spray training, call SACIS at
348-5033.
With recent numbers
falling, we’re going to take a
look at all kinds of things.
Bud Fischer,
Faculty Senate Chair
“
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Store Hours:
Monday - Thursday 8:00am to 8:00pm
Friday 8:00am to 4:30pm
Saturday 10:00am to 4:00pm
Sunday 1:00 pm to 5:00 pm
Phone (217) 581-5821
Fax (217) 581-6625
S p r i n g  C l e a r a n c e  S a l e  2 5 % - 7 5 %  o f fr i  l r c  l  -  f f
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union
Eastern Illinois University
Bookstore
Selected Items
Sale Starts 4/16 thru 4/28
JERRY’S
PIZZA
& PUB
345-2844corner of 4th and Lincoln
Every Tuesday & Thursday 5-9pm
$4.95 +tax
Children 10 & under eat for $2.19
Spaghetti
Pizza
Garlic Bread
Salad Bar
•ALL YOU CAN EAT•
Need Money To Fix That Old Car?
A Tied V eR S
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‘Tis the Season
Eastern students soak up the sun Monday afternoon at Lake Charleston.
The ladies were not alone as many students headed for the lake to enjoy
the year’s hottest temperatures yet. 
By Melissa Nielsen
Campus editor
Students attending summer school will be housed in
University Court apartments instead of residence halls
because of ongoing summer construction, while confer-
ence and camp members will be housed in available res-
idence halls.
This will be the fourth year that summer school stu-
dents have lived in University Court instead of residence
halls. Students were moved there three years ago when
Stevenson, Douglas and Lincoln Halls were under con-
struction and the solution proved to be more convenient
for students, said Doris Hamilton, manager of universi-
ty apartments.
Construction in several buildings has also made
University Court the most logical option, she said.
Elevator construction in Carman and the high price
of cooling and maintaining the building,plans to replac-
ing hot water pipes in Lincoln and Douglas and several
air conditioning projects have ruled some buildings out
as summer housing options, said Jody Stone, assistant
director of housing.
Students staying for intersession and summer school
or students attending only summer session can live in
University Court. However, students attending only
intersession must live in the Gregg Triad.
“We can’t clean (apartments) fast enough and we
wouldn’t have enough,” Hamilton said.
Placing students in University Court frees plenty of
room for the increase in people expected to attend
Eastern’s camps and conferences this
summer.Throughout the year, 14,000 people will be
attending the camps and conferences, up from 13,000
people last year.
The university has seen an increase in people want-
ing to attend the 65 different summer camps and con-
ferences Eastern hosts ranging from sports camps and
band camps to educational programs.
Those attending summer camps and conferences
will live in Taylor, Lawson, Thomas, and Stevenson
halls and the first three floors of Andrews Hall, said
Hamilton, while instructors, teachers and camp leaders
will stay in a designated area at University Court.
Andrew Hall’s elevators will be under construction
over the summer, restricting students to the lower floors,
he said.
Dining services available for summer students and
people attending programs will include Tower,Andrews
and Thomas and Taylor and Lawson dining, he said.
“They will be on again off again depending on if
there are camps in that area or not,” Stone said.
The construction in Carman will also move orienta-
tion programs to the Martin Luther King University
Union, a more central location for new students and
parents.Those in attendance will be housed in residence
halls, Bob Dudolski, assistant director of Greek Life,
said.
By Avian Carrasquillo
Staff Writer
The Apportionment Board
Monday voted 4-3 in favor of allo-
cating $14,841 to the Student
Recreational Center.
The money includes $5,000 for
student payroll to cover the current
payroll deficit, $4,000 for a Life-
Fitness 9500 Cross-trainer, $2,550
for 13 pairs of dumbbells coated in
rubber to preserve the floor that had
been replaced two years ago, $660 for
four 100-pound rubber plates, $500
for commercial-grade digital
scales,$400 for aerobic wireless head-
set microphone and transmitter,
$495 for 44 pairs of aerobic hand
weights and lockable rack, $486 for
aerobic mats, $750 for three sets of
badminton floor standard sleeves.
According to Jen Fanthorpe, stu-
dent vice president for financial
affairs and AB chair, the AB had
$447,375 in their budget to allocate
to various campus groups. A total of
$210,358 was originally requested by
the Student Recreational Center for
its budget, $179,000 was allocated.
In addition to their regular bud-
get, the AB has $148,162 in their
reserve account, of which $100,000
must remain in the account at all
times. After the Student Recreation
Center allocation, the AB now has
$33,321 left in their reserve account
for allocations.
Fanthorpe felt the funds were
needed and the allocation could save
money in the long run.
“I’ve gone to work out and I’ve
seen Ken (Baker, Director of
Campus Recreation) at the door
swiping cards, because there was
someone out on a lunch break,” said
Fanthorpe referring to the payroll
deficit. “It’s a good use of student
funds.”
Before the money can be distrib-
uted, the Student Senate must
approve the allocation.
AB to allocate funds to the Rec
By Melissa Nielsen
Campus editor
A relief in the nationwide lettuce
shortages means dining services will
be back to serving lettuce, after high
prices cut distribution.
Lettuce prices rose after Arizona
growers saw a warm, early winter
through November and December
that caused too much lettuce to
grow too quickly, said Stephen
Skuba, officer in charge at the
United States Department of
Agriculture vegetable market news
branch. Lettuce had to be harvested
ahead of schedule, causing a period
with very little lettuce production.
Then, Skuba said, production
moved to California in late
December and growers across the
state saw a prolonged cold snap in
December, January and February,
which caused a delay in harvesting
and the size and weight of the let-
tuce to decrease.
Dining services at Carman,
Stevenson, Taylor and Thomas had
found ways to cut down on the
amount of lettuce they used in order
to compensate for higher prices, but
serving will be back to normal
Tuesday and continue as usual as
long as prices hold, said Jody Horn,
director of residence hall food ser-
vice, said in an e-mail.
Dining services with salad bars
cut down on lettuce by serving it
only once a day at lunch and cutting
out dinner distribution, Horn said.
“(The shortage) has affected us
significantly,” said Glen Greer,
assistant director of Carman dining.
Instead, salad bars have offered
more spinach, carrots and other
vegetables to compensate for the
lack of lettuce.
Tower Dining, which does not
have a salad bar, but sells prepared
salads, cut down the amount of let-
tuce in each salad sold and the
amount of shredded lettuce served
on sandwiches.
Mary Lou Beals, assistant food
manager, said that at the height of
the shortage, about two weeks ago,
Stevenson tried eliminating shred-
ded lettuce on sandwiches, but stu-
dent complaints became too
numerous.
However, Skuba said as prices
are beginning to fall back to average
and as production increases, food
services like Eastern’s dining service
can start to return to normal.
“Today a 24-count shipment of
lettuce would cost $50, but weeks
ago it could have cost $60,” he said.
He said $50 a shipment is still a
higher than average price, last year
24 count shipment would have cost
$8, but as production continues to
increase, prices will continue to fall.
Horn said some complaints
about the lack of lettuce in dining
services, but most students were
understanding and aware of the
shortage.
Lettuce headed back to halls Tuesday
Headline to fit here please???
Students need their
voices heard
The students of Eastern need to
realize their voices will be heard by
the Student Government. With the
arrival of a new president, it will be
very important for the Student
Government to be able to have an
excellent relationship with whomev-
er it might be.
The Student Government here is
the most influential in the state of
Illinois. Voter apathy is a very large
problem on this campus, so let’s
change the current trend. So often
the students here don’t use their
voices, but you must send the mes-
sage that you care. Please allow
your voices to be heard and get out
and vote this Tuesday and
Wednesday.
Ronnie Deedrick
sophomore political science major
Greek Week about pride
and community
As another Greek Week has come
and gone, this one will be etched in
my memory forever. Saturday after-
noon was the tugs finals at the cam-
pus pond, and for the third year in a
row, Sigma Kappa and Alpha Phi
battled it out in a record setting 5
minute 11 second tug. For those who
have experienced tugs, know that 5
minutes and 11 seconds is an eternity
in the world of tugs!
When it was all over, and the
Sigma Kappa tuggers had been
pulled into the campus pond, I laid
there with lifeless limbs, sobbing.
Out of no where, Megan Flickenger,
a.k.a “Flick,” hopped the fence into
the muddy pit, put my arms around
her shoulders, and walked me, no,
carried me out of the pit. She then
went back and helped another team-
mate of mine out of the mud. Some
of you may be thinking, “okay, what’s
the big deal?” The big deal is Megan
is an Alpha Gamma Delta tugger,
whom we beat in the first round.
What Megan did for me and my
teammate on Saturday is what Greek
Week and being greek is all about.
It’s about picking each other up and
having pride for being a part of the
greek community.
This year was my last Greek
Week here at Eastern, and although
my tugs team walked off the field
that day as the runner up, it was a
first place finish by all greeks. Thank
you, Megan, for reminding me, and
showing everyone what being greek
is really about.
Lesley Morgan
junior pre-nursing major
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H
ow important is it
for an average citi-
zen to have access
to public records?
Is it necessary to have access to
the minutes from a city council
meeting, to the land records of
a county, to the environmental
laws enacted by the
Environmental Protection
Agency?
Maybe the average citizen
doesn’t exercise their right to
access public information and records. But that doesn’t
make it less important for them to have that right.
That is part of the role of a journalist, to be a watch-
dog of government and inform the public of what is
going on.
A frightening trend is gripping this nation. The gov-
ernment is making it more and more difficult for the
public to access information.
Since Sept. 11, government agencies from the small
town to the Washington machine are making rules and
guidelines more strict concerning the public’s right to
access information.
The Bush administration, especially, is making it
more and more difficult for the public to find informa-
tion regarding everything, including, but not limited to,
EPA reports, safety inspection reports, details on an
area’s water supply and medical research information
that could be shared by doctors to help find cures. The
administration has asked that EPA listings be taken
down from the Internet, that public libraries destroy
some documents regarding the nation’s water supply and,
in general, that government agencies make it harder to
obtain information that is supposed to be public.
The reasoning of the administration is, big shocker,
that keeping information regarding the government and
regulations secret, will fight terrorism.
If a concerned citizen can’t find information on the
Internet, then a terrorist can’t either, right? Wrong. This
information is still available in government agency read-
ing rooms and libraries, as well it should be. So, if a “ter-
rorist” really wants to get a hold of document, what’s to
stop them from going to the office to get the informa-
tion? The ones who are really being hurt with the
changes are average people.
But the issue doesn’t stop with information being
taken off the Internet. The Bush administration also has
made clear moves to make government workings as a
whole more closed. An article in the Orlando Sentinel
from March 10 quotes Sharon Buccino, attorney for the
Natural Resources Defense Council as saying, “It is fair
to characterize this government as obsessed with secrecy
in a way no government has been since Nixon and
Watergate.”
Buccino goes on to say, “They’re basically saying:
‘Trust us; we know best.’ If the doors aren’t open, the
government loses credibility.”
It most definitely does.
What are they trying to hide
from us, and why are we sit-
ting down and letting them
close doors and hide informa-
tion? Part of the role of the
people in a democracy is to
stand up and question why
the government makes the
decisions it does, and demand
change if it is needed.
The same article in the
Orlando Sentinel talks about the “clearest delineation of
the Bush administration’s views of public access,” by
pointing out a memo Attorney General John Ashcroft
issued on Oct. 12 that stated, “When you carefully con-
sider FOIA (Freedom of Information Act) requests and
decide to withhold records, in whole or in part, you can
be assured the Department of Justice will defend your
decisions unless they lack a sound legal basis or present
an unwarranted risk of adverse impact to the ability of
other agencies to protect other important records.” In
short, Ashcroft is telling the keepers of federal records
that is OK with him if they withhold records, unless
someone can find a dangerous reason not to.
And the scariest part is that states are taking actions
following those of the Bush administration.
On March 10, The Orlando Sentinel joined 24 other
major newspapers in Florida in “Sunshine Sunday,” a day
that put the spotlight on public awareness of the threat
to public records in that state. Florida is only one state
of many that are facing changes in laws regarding the
availability of records to the public.
None of this may seem like a big deal to the person
walking down the street. It may not seem like an imme-
diate problem. But it is. So many of the newspaper arti-
cles you read each day, news stories you hear on the
radio or TV each evening are based, in some small way,
on public information. In tomorrow’s issue of The Daily
Eastern News you will be able to read a story about the
Charleston City Council meeting that will be held
tonight. If our rights to public information were not in
place, we would not be allowed to cover the meeting, to
bring our readers information about what the council is
working on.
And that’s just one small example. It is so vitally
important that Americans’ right to information stay
intact. It may seem trivial now, it may seem like a good
way to fight “terrorism”, but all closing records will do is
infringe on your rights and freedoms as an American
citizen. We must demand that public information remain
just that, public.
Keep public records public
“ What are they
trying to hide
from us, and why
are we sitting
down and letting
them close doors
and hide 
information?”
Shauna Gustafson
Editor in chief
Your turn
Letters to the editor
 Shauna Gustafson is a junior journalsim major and a bi-week-
ly columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
slgustafson@eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR – The Daily Eastern
News accepts letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues. They
should be less than 250 words and include the
author’s name, telephone number and address.
Students should indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and staff should
indicate their position and department. Letters
whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may
have to edit your letter, so keep it as concise as
possible. Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern
News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920;
faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to 
slgustafson@eiu.edu.
EDITORIALS – The Daily Eastern News prints
editorials that reflect the majority opinion of The
Daily Eastern News student editorial board.
Opinion
page
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T
hirty-six parking spots might not seem like
very much, but when you are running late to
class and the only open parking spots are in
staff parking, having enough parking for all
students starts to make a difference.
Every morning, students circle the various parking
lots on campus in a fight to procure a spot in time to
make it to class. In the
meantime, many of the
staff spots remain open.
Student Senate
members are attempting
to turn 36 parking spots
in the Stevenson lot fac-
ing the softball field from staff parking to student park-
ing.
In an attempt to convince the university to change
the spots into student parking, the senate parking com-
mittee took a survey of the 36 spots in question by tak-
ing pictures of the row at different times of day.
Members have also surveyed students, faculty and staff
regarding the parking situation.
The study concluded that on average, over half of
the 36 spots along the softball field, and one-third of
the 30 spaces along Fourth Street, remained empty
between the hours of 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Donna Fernandez, chair of the Student Senate
Relations Committee, said at last week’s parking forum
if the staff spots are not being taken, then they should
be able to be used by students.
By conducting the survey, the senate is backing up
student’s claims with evidence to prove the spots should
be used by students. The senate members did a good
job of representing the students by responding to a
problem and coming up with a logical solution to fix it.
Those in charge of doling out parking spots need to be
receptive to those concerns.
Even though the senate wants to turn the staff spots
into student spots, they still took into consideration
where the staff would have to park if the spots were
changed.
The senate members said they will give a formal pre-
sentation to the faculty on the staff spots and where
alternate spaces are for them to park.
The senate should continue to take positive
approaches to addressing other student issues.
Compromise
on parking
Cooperative effort
It is important that students and
faculty work together to solve
parking problems on campus.
 The editorial is the majority opinion of The Daily Eastern News
editorial board.
SHAUNA GUSTAFSON
MICHELLE JONES
JAMIE FETTY
AMBER WILLIAMS
JESSICA DANIELEWICZ
NATE BLOOMQUIST
EDITORIAL BOARD
Editor in chief
Managing editor
News editor
Associate news editor
Editorial page editor
Sports editor
Today’s quote
“
”
What are we doing here? We’re reaching for the
stars.
Christa McAuliffe,
1948-1986
“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
Eastern News
The Daily
News
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EIU Hair Salon
Featuring Stylist
Natalie Small & Karen Burts
Wednesday 10:00 am - 4:00 pm
MLK, JR. UNIVERSITY UNION
(Lower Level, West Wing)
FOR APPOINTMENTS CALL
581-3616 or 581-7148
Walk-Ins Welcome!
Specializing In:
• Weaves
• Cuts
• Curles
• Perms
• Waves
• Flat Irons
• Up Do’s
345-7849
$3 DOMESTIC PITCHERS
COORS LIGHT
GAME NIGHT
Tonight @
Relax... 
let the DEN take care
of your advertising
needs
Call your Ad Rep today! 581-2816
ADVE RTI SE
IN THE DEN
Wang emphasizes technology
By Scott Miller
Administration editor
“We need to pay attention to the
trends in technology,” the second of
four candidates for assistant vice presi-
dent for academic affairs for technolo-
gy told those in attendance for his open
interview session Monday.
David Wang, associate vice presi-
dent for information technology at
Emporia State University in Emporia,
Kan., met with various university
administrators and organizations
Monday to discuss his qualifications
for the position, which is in its second
search attempt after Blair Lord, vice
president for academic affairs, said in
January neither of the two previous
finalists were a good match for
Eastern.
During his open session interview,
Wang stressed the importance of
knowing technology users and being
aware of what tools other universities
are using to deliver technology.
“You need to know about the users’
background to know what tools will be
easiest for them to use,” Wang said.
Understanding them will also help to
gain their support, he added.
Also, a university must know what
the rest of the country is doing, he said.
“You have better information to
make a good decision” on which tools
are effective, he said. By watching
trends and talking to other universities,
“we can also avoid the mistakes other
people are making,” Wang said.
“I have fun communicating with
different campuses.”
Two other candidates still await the
chance to prove their qualifications for
the position. Roy Roper, associate
director of the Office of Information
Technologies and director of academic
computing at Montclair State
University in Upper Montclair, N.J.,
will be on campus April 17 and 18.
Frank Moore, executive director for
information and instructional technol-
ogy at Longwood College in
Farmville, Va., visits Eastern on April
22 and 23.
The first candidate, Michael
Hoadley, director of the Center for
Interactive Technologies in Education
and Corporations at the University of
South Dakota, was on campus April 8
and 9.
Caitlin Bullis/Associate photo editor
David Wang, associate vice president for information technology at Emporia
State University in Emporia, Kan., speaks about his qualifications and ideas
regarding technology at Eastern, during an open interview for the position of
assistant vice president for academic affairs for technology in Booth Library
Monday afternoon.
Council to vote on
water rate in crease
By Maura Possley
City editor
The Charleston City Council will vote on a 2 percent increase
in city water rates at Tuesday’s meeting, as well as the bulk water
rate increase from $1.50 to $2.
The possible increase in water rates follows a decision made by
the council to increase rates by 2 percent each year to keep up with
the costs of business instead of raising rates by a larger percentage
every ten years, similar to the past, Charleston Mayor Dan Cougill
said Monday.
If passed, the increase will cost Eastern an extra $20,000 per
year for their water bill.
In addition, Cougill said bulk water rates will also increase for
residents who live in the more country areas and pay for their
water in bulk.
The city budget for the fiscal year beginning May 1, 2002 until
April 30, 2003 will also be brought to the council for approval in
time to begin the new fiscal year in May, Cougill said.
Also on the agenda is the council’s list of what the motor fuel
tax payback from the state will be used for. Each year, Charleston
receives four payments from the state based on how much motor
tax fuel is generated and before they receive that money the coun-
cil must list what it will be used for. Cougill said that money must
be used for new street maintenance.
As a result of the new water treatment plant being construct-
ed, the council will also vote to approve the tearing down of the
old plant and expanding of the temporary space located in the city
garage at the end of Atkins Road near Route 30, Cougill said.
Six acres of land will be donated to the city by the Cole Family,
which will be used to build two new softball diamonds on the
north side of town, Cougill said.
The council will also be approving the yearly agreement with
the director of tourism in Charleston, and Cougill said they will
authorize that $2,000 from tourism funds be given to the Cal
Ripken World Series in Mattoon from August 17 to 25 of this
year.
Awareness of trends
and tools are keys
to avoid mistakes
By Alta King 
Features editor
While there are positive and negative
aspects of residential life which pertain to all
residence halls, each hall has an individual qual-
ities for which it is known.
The majority of students agree there is an
obvious sense of community living in the resi-
dence halls, where a person meets all types of
people and makes friends.
Regina Rotermand, a freshman special edu-
cation major, said that she lives among respect-
ful people in Lawson Hall.
Leslie Thomas, a junior psychology major
living in Pemberton Hall, likes the diversity and
good sense of community. Becky Hetman, a
junior accounting major from Andrews Hall,
agrees.
“Meeting people is a plus,” Hetman said.
The location of the residence halls is also a
major advantage for students.
Bryn Lutes, a sophomore chemistry major,
likes how close Pemberton is to her classes.
“I’m a chemistry major, and all my classes
are right there,” Lutes said, pointing to the
Physical Science building.
Jonathan Woodall, senior speech communi-
cations major, likes the location of Thomas
Hall because it’s close to Coleman Hall, where
all his classes are located.
Whitney Darner, a sophomore recreation
administration major, enjoys the central loca-
tion of McKinney Hall. Darner said she does-
n’t have to walk far to where she wants to go.
“We have the Gregg Triad Computer Lab
for anyone who doesn’t own a computer or if
someone’s computer breaks down,” Darner
said.
The dining halls are are great for students
who don’t like to wash dishes or cook.Margaret
Pedziwiatr, a freshman communication disor-
ders and sciences major living in Carman Hall,
expressed happiness that she no longer has to
cook.
“I don’t have to worry about cooking a hot
meal. No more Ramen,” Pedziwiatr said.
Woodall agrees, saying he is glad that he does-
n’t have to cook or wash dishes.
The responsibility of not having to pay
monthly utility bills are a relief for students.
This is the best thing about residence hall life
for Jill Clock, a freshman communication dis-
orders and science major from Carman Hall.
Courtney Hicks, a sophomore biological
science major from the Alpha Gamma Delta
sorority house, agrees.
“I like not being responsible for paying
bills,” Hicks said.
Unfortunately, residence halls have annoy-
ances that students have a hard time dealing
with. One problem is dealing with noise.
Carolyn Anderson, a sophomore account-
ing major living in Andrews Hall, said there are
residents who are loud during the quiet hours.
Brandon Fountain, a sophomore English
major from Thomas Hall, also has difficulty
with noisy neighbors.
“I don’t like to hear drunken students bang-
ing around and loud music,” Fountain said.
McKinney Hall is known for its peaceful
residents. Darner said that her neighbors are
considerate. Bottenburg said the atmosphere at
McKinney is comfortable.
Some students do not care for the food in
the dining centers.
Dan Holmes, a freshman foreign language
major from Thomas Hall, gets tired of eating
the same food over and over again.
Another problem in residence halls is the
visitation hours. Some students feel the visita-
tion hours are not necessary.
“I feel like college is a place for kids to learn
to be adults and curfews don’t enforce that
idea,” said Bobby Diehl, a freshman nutrition
science major from Thomas Hall.
Each residence hall holds unique qualities.
These qualities are not the ones advertised in
catalogs–they are usually developed by the halls’
inhabitants.
Thomas Hall is known for its camaraderie,
and its closeness to the all-female residence
hall, according to Woodall, who has lived here
all four years for these reasons.
Taylor Hall has a wonderful staff, said Vicki
Urzedowski, a junior family and consumer sci-
ence major. Other residents enjoy having the
computer lab downstairs.
Lawson Hall residents have fun activities,
according to Kristina Neven, a sophomore
therapeutic recreation major.
“We’ve had the Krispy Kreme eating con-
test,window painting and a Mardi Gras night,”
Neven said.
Andrews Hall is famous for malfunctioning
elevators. Meredith Long, a freshman journal-
ism major, said the elevators are totally worth-
less.
“It’s rare for a week or two to pass without
one of the elevators failing,” Long said.
Residents of Pemberton Hall are proud to
live there because of its historical value.
“There’s a sense of pride living here, because
Pemberton is the first all-female residence
hall,” said Christina Horton, a sophomore spe-
cial education major.
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The Daily 
Eastern News
is accepting 
applications for
summer
Advertising 
Designers
applications are 
available in the
student publications office
Call Kyle or Steve 2812
Eastern Illinois University
Bus Stop Locations
For Drop Off On Friday Afternoon
And Pick Up On Sunday Evening
Phone: (217) 581-5122
Website:
www://eiu.edu~union/busservice.html
Two Convenient
Pick Up Points on Fri.
Union 2:30 p.m. - 2:45 p.m.
9th St.  2:50 p.m. - 3:05 p.m.
H o w d y  P a r t n e r . . .
Y o u  c o u l d  h a v e a d v e r t i s e d
r i g h t  h e r e !
Each resident hall has its own individuality
Mandy Marshall/Senior photographer
Brent Woodrum, a freshmen English major, Jake Hickenbottom, a junior speech communi-
cation major, John Hefner, a junior management major, and Matt Sidarous, a freshmen psy-
chology major, eat their dinner Monday evening in the Thomas Hall dining center.  Dining
centers can be viewed as a perk of living in the dorms or a hindrance.
Record highs sweep Illinois, cooler weather on the way
(AP) – That was more than just
a beautiful spring day that swept
over Illinois on Monday. In most
places it was the hottest Tax Day
ever.
Record high temperatures fell
from north to south, reaching into
the mid- to upper 80s. And while
forecasters didn’t expect much dif-
ference Tuesday — just a little
more wind — they advised not get-
ting too used to summer.
Chicago’s high, 88, was 30
degrees warmer than the average
high for April 15. The National
Weather Service said it expects the
region to be closer to normal by the
weekend.
National Weather Service tech-
nician Bill Nelson, based outside
Chicago, said rains will move in
Wednesday night and Thursday,
when temperatures are expected to
drop into the 70s. Area tempera-
tures should be around the upper
50s for the weekend, he said.
For now, though, a low-pressure
system over the Plains is helping
drive southerly winds that are
sucking warm air up from the Gulf
of Mexico, Nelson said.
“When you get compressed air
like that blowing as it is, that helps
temperatures,” he said.
The only of Illinois’ five weath-
er service regions that did not
report a record high was the far
south, based at Paducah, Ky.
In the north, Chicago’s O’Hare
International Airport beat its 1976
record by 4 degrees.
In the western part of the state,
Moline reported a record of 87, 2
degrees warmer than its 1942
mark.
In central Illinois, Peoria (87),
Springfield (86), Lincoln (86) and
Champaign (84) all beat their pre-
vious high temperatures for April
15 by 2 degrees. The oldest record
to fall was Champaign’s, set at 82
since 1896.
In the southwest, Quincy’s 88
degrees topped its 1924 mark by 2
degrees.
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For The Student Government Elections on 
April 16th & 17th.
University Board Endorses...
Alison Mormino - Student Body President
Marty Ruhaak - Vice President for Public Affairs
Ronnie Deedrich - Vice President for Academic Affairs
Tim Edwards - Vice President for Financial Affairs
Tim Edwards
For VP of Financial Affairs
Vote Today!!
348-1479
FOR
VP FINANCIAL AFFAIRS
STUDENTS’ VOICE PARTY
Votte  Tuesday  and  Wednesday  att ::
COLEMAN, CARMAN, TAYLOR,
UNION AND REC.
A M Y  L E O N A R D
Happy 21st Bir  i thday!!
Trav,
Have a great 21st
birthday! Love, Ash
Every Tuesday
Domestic
Pints... $1.25
Pitchers... $4.50
Captain Morgan
Mixers or Shots $2.00
Pool Tourney  7 PM
Euchre Tourney 8 PM
CASH PRIZES
ADVERTISE!
“There’s no reason to believe that
if we get another mitigation expert
that they’re not going to request the
same amount of time,” she said.
Hiring an additional attorney
would bring the defense up to speed
with the number of members on the
prosecution, which currently has
three attorneys on board.
Phillips requested the trial begin
in January, which would give her,
fellow counsel Lonnie Lutz, Berg
and possibly an additional attorney
ample time to prepare for the case.
However, State’s Attorney Steve
Ferguson contested such a long
delay, arguing that Phillips has had
enough time to prepare. Ferguson
requested the trial date be set in late
August or early September, which
he said would still allow for Mertz to
receive a fair trial.
In fact, Ferguson said Phillip’s
request to delay the trial for an addi-
tional eight months was prolonging
the sentence of Mertz, not the ver-
dict.
“(It has) nothing to do with the
guilt or innocence of the trial, but
the sentencing of the trial,” he said.
“I think eight months is out of
bounds.”
Ferguson argued that Berg is a
mitigation expert and his involve-
ment in the trial would not begin
until sentencing.
Cini ruled the trial will begin
Sept. 30. However, he said he would
be in contact with the Capital
Litigation Trial Bar and review a list
of attorneys to aid Phillips. Cini
scheduled another pretrial hearing
for 11 a.m.Thursday.
Cini also sealed a 13-page letter
received from Berg from April 12
along with the defense’s April 1
motion for continuance. Cini said
that Berg’s letter was “likely to be
evidence” in the trial and both doc-
uments “could be prejudicial” against
Mertz.
Mertz
from Page 1
a threat that Fox Ridge Park will
close that “I think they’re playing
politics with that.”
In fact, Cougill said he felt the
park was one place where students
and Charleston residents were not
labeled.
“It’s one of those places where
you just become people,” he said.
“You become preschoolers. It
would be missed.”
Righter also said that in many
cases similar to Fox Ridge, if the
community would have voiced
their opinions through “pure grass
roots efforts,” they may have made
an impact.
“It’s not because of any evil in
Springfield,” he said. “They prob-
ably didn’t speak out and let their
opinions be heard.
“If they’ve had an experience
(at Fox Ridge Park) that's positive
they need to contact me.”
Although Righter would not
commit to whether or not the park
would close he said, “we’re not sure
how serious the government is.”
Fox Ridge
from Page 1
Leonard wants to get outside
donations for Eastern through alum-
ni, government grants and the private
sector.
Lisa Flam, who is running for
student vice president for student
affairs, is running unopposed and did
not have anyone to debate, but
answered several questions from the
audience members.
Flam, a sophomore journalism
and speech communications major,
plans to encourage RSOs and Greek
organizations to work together on
philanthropy projects, community
service and fund-raising efforts
which will help these organizations
make the community recognize that
students are making a difference.
Independent candidate Justin
Brinkmeyer, a senior geography and
technology education major, and
Ronnie Deedrick of the Students’
Voice party debated issues in support of
their campaigns for the position of stu-
dent vice president for academic affairs.
Brinkmeyer’s main focus is find-
ing more scholarship money to lessen
rising. He would also like to improve
technology on campus by asking stu-
dents what can be done to improve
technology including a plan to
improve technology through corpo-
rate donations of older computers.
Deedrick, a sophomore political
science major, said he wants to
implement his “pick a prof ”program,
which will allow students to review
the curriculum of professors and stu-
dent comments about the professors
before picking a class and professor.
Deedrick also said he wants to
continue to improve faculty, student
and administration relations.
Marty Ruhaak, a sophomore his-
tory major, of the Students’ Voice
party, who is running for student vice
president of public affairs cited his
experience working with Charleston’s
Mayor Dan Cougill and said he
would like to tone down Project 21, a
state police program cracking down
on underage drinking in college
towns. Ruhaak said he believes the
program unfairly targets students.
Ruhaak also wants to lobby more
in Springfield next semester with the
student action team in order to raise
funds for Eastern from the state.
Skye Brouwer, candidate for vice
president for public affairs, was not at
the debate.
Elections
from Page 1
Pope summons American cardinals to talk
about sex abuse scandal in U.S. churches
ROME (AP) — Pope John
Paul II has summoned American
cardinals to the Vatican for an
extraordinary meeting to talk about
sex abuse scandals in the U.S.
church.
The talks will take place early
next week, a senior Vatican official
said Monday. The official said the
cardinals would meet with some
Vatican officials as well as the pope.
A spokesman for the Baltimore
archdiocese said the meeting was
scheduled for April 23-24.
The Vatican official said only
the eight American cardinals in
charge of an archdiocese will be
involved in next week’s talks. They
are Cardinal William Keeler of
Baltimore, Cardinal Bernard Law
of Boston, Cardinal Francis
George of Chicago, Cardinal
Adam Maida of Detroit, Cardinal
Roger Mahony of Los Angeles,
Cardinal Edward Egan of New
York, Cardinal Anthony
Bevilacqua of Philadelphia and
Cardinal Theodore McCarrick of
Washington.
The offices of Keeler, Maida,
Mahony and Egan confirmed their
planned attendance.
But a spokeswoman for the
U.S. Conference of Catholic
Bishops, Sister Mary Ann Walsh,
said the conference’s top two offi-
cials — Bishop Wilton Gregory,
the president, and Bishop William
Skylstad, the vice president — also
will attend.
Besides the eight cardinals lead-
ing U.S. archdioceses, there are five
other American cardinals: James
Hickey, retired archbishop of
Washington; Fordham University
theologian Avery Dulles; and
Vatican officials William Baum,
Francis Stafford and Edmund
Szoka.
Cardinals are second in the
Roman Catholic Church hierarchy
only to the pope himself. They
usually are summoned to Rome
only when new cardinals are named
or for a conclave when a pope dies.
A special meeting of cardinals
from just one country is extraordi-
nary. Only one similar meeting has
been held before, said the Rev.
Thomas Reese, editor of the
Catholic magazine “America.”
In 1989, the pope summoned all
the American archbishops to dis-
cuss tensions between U.S.
Catholics and the Vatican over
issues such as remarriage for
divorced Catholics and disregard
for the church ban on artificial
birth control.
Local janitorial/house keeping service.
Currently has summer positions open.
Morning hours available. Call Peggy
or Kira-345-6757
_______________________4/16
GREAT SUMMER WORK! $7-
12+/hr. Home City Ice Route
Delivery & Packaging Positions.
Available in Peoria, Decatur,
Springfield, Bloomington, Morris,
& Kankakee. Make money and
have fun! Call 1-800-642-8994
_______________________4/17
Now hiring summer staff for Girl
Scout Resident Camp! Unit
Leaders, Counselors, Lifeguard
openings. Camp is located near
Ottawa, IL. Season runs June 16 -
Aug 3. Minorities encouraged to
apply. For application write or call:
GSTC, 1533 Spencer Road,
Joliet, IL 60433 or 815-723-3449
_______________________4/19
Delivery person and cook part time.
Apply in person after 4 pm, Pagliai’s
Pizza, 1600 Lincoln, Charleston.
_______________________4/19
Summer Delivery Driver Needed.
Stay in great physical shape. Great
summer income. 
Overtime available on a weekly basis.
Incentive bonuses. Must have or be
able to attain CDL’s. Good driving
record a must. Neat appearance &
good customer service skills are
required. 
Stoutin Premium Ice Casey, IL 217-
932-4614
_______________________4/23
Area swim team looking for head
coach. Summer program to start
early May. Call 1-800-541-1638
for more information.
_______________________4/23
Daytime sitter needed for infant &
4 year old.   Beginning July thru
the school year.  Must have local
references.  Early Childhood
Major preferred.    345-6457 for
details.
_______________________4/29 
$250 a day potential bar tending.
Training provided 1-800-293-3985
ext. 539
_______________________4/29
COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS is
now hiring Painters & Job Site
Managers for the summer.  NO
experience necessary. EARN $8-
10/HR. Call 1-888-277-9787
www.collegepro.com
_______________________4/29
Stop asking your parents for
money! Get a job with WESTAFF
in partnership with MCLEOD
USA. Currently hiring team play-
ers & sales-oriented individuals.
Must be available 5-9pm Mon-Fri.
$9/hr plus incentives.  WESTAFF
Staff for business. Jobs for peo-
ple.. 217-345-1303. eoe m/f/h/v
_________________________00
Get a jump start on your summer
job! Call WESTAFF In partnership
with RUFFALO CODY. Currently
hiring part time telemarketers.
Work up to 40hrs/wk over sum-
mer! Flexible scheduling between
4-11pm Sun-Thu. WESTAFF Staff
for business. Jobs for people.
217-345-1303. eoe m/f/h/v
_________________________00
Lincolnwood Pine Tree Apartments
hiring apartment cleaning staff.  Full
time May, June, July.  Great jobs for
students needing money & a good
summer job!  Call 345-6000.
_________________________00 
2 bedroom, 1 bath, air conditioned,
furnished apt., recently remodeled,
parking, trash paid, no pets, 11 mo.
lease, close to campus. $235/month
348-8994.
_______________________4/16
6 bedroom, 2 bath, furnished
house, recently remodeled, park-
ing, trash paid, no pets.  11 mo.
lease. close to campus.
$255/month.  348-8994.
_______________________4/16
2 to 3 bedroom unit, 10 month
lease, central air, new appliances,
close to campus. Call 346-3583
_______________________4/17
2 Fall rentals homes 4/5 BR, 5 BR,
with 2 baths. W/D, A/C, trash paid.
Within 2 blocks campus 345-3253
_______________________4/17
2 Bedroom Townhouse. Year
lease and deposit. No pets.
$420/mo. 254-5148.
_______________________4/17
2 Bedroom townhouse. 3 tenants-
$155/mo each. 1 year lease and
deposit. No pets- 9 months nego-
tiable. 254-5148.
_______________________4/17
House for 4 or 5 girls. W/D central
A/C, 2 baths. Trash Paid.
Furnished if requested. Close to
campus 345-3253
_______________________4/17
2 bdrm 2 bath, Washer/ dryer fur-
nished apt close to campus. 345-9267
_______________________4/18
OLDETOWNE APTS. 1, 2 & 3BR
APTS. ALL APTS CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. 345-6533(OLDE)
_______________________4/19
2 nice homes near campus. 1 for
4 and 1 for 5. $250 each. 345-
7530
_______________________4/19
ONE BEDROOM APT. LOCATED
AT 501 1/2 TAYLOR. 3 BLOCKS
FROM CAMPUS. FURNISHED
WITH A/C, GAS, HEAT, SHARE
UTILITIES WITH ATTACHED
HOUSE. CALL 345-7522 AFTER
5:30 CALL 345-9462.
_______________________4/19
Two students need two more to
share nice house close to cam-
pus. $175/month and shared utili-
ties. 348-3968
_______________________4/19
2 bedroom furnished apt 1056
2nd street Central Air, DSL
Internet, Laundry available Aug.
2002 $650 per month 345-6210.
_______________________4/20
2 bdrm, $400.00 Mo. water/trash
included. 1408 14th St. 348-7698
lv. message 10/12  mo leases
_______________________4/24
Efficiency Apartment Available
Aug 15 $340/month includes all
utilities. Close to campus, off
street parking, carpeted, air condi-
tioned. 1 yr lease. No pets. No
smoking. 345-3232, Days.
_______________________4/26
4 BR house near campus. W/D
included. $250/month. 348-0712.
_______________________4/26
WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR?
2BR, 1/2 block to EIU, low util,
cable paid, free parking,
$230/person. 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
_______________________4/29
1BR apts for 1 from $250/month.
Lists at 1512 A Street. 345-4489,
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.
_______________________4/29
2BR apts near Buzzard. $460/12
months, water incl. Low utilities,
A/C, coin laundry, ample parking.
345-4489, Wood Rentals, Jim
Wood, Realtor.
_______________________4/29
1 person looking for a roomy apt?
Try this 2BR priced for one @
$350/mo. Cable TV and water
incl. 345-4489, Wood Rentals,
Jim Wood, Realtor.
_______________________4/29
BARGAIN APTS. for 1, 2 or 3
residents. Private bedrooms,
starting at $133.34/person.
Semester payment discounts.
345-4489, Wood Rentals, Jim
Wood, Realtor.
_______________________4/29
BRITTANY RIDGE TOWNHOUS-
ES- SOME NEW CARPET &
VINYL. Great floor plan, 3&4 BR,
deck, central a/c, washer/dryer,
dishwasher, 2 1/2 baths. From
$188-$251/person. 345-4489,
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.
_______________________4/29
Faculty, staff, grad student.
Apts for 1 person, close to EIU.
Available starting May thru Aug.
$325-350. 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
_______________________4/29
2BR money saver @ $190/per-
son. Cable & water incl. Don’t
miss it. 345-4489, Wood Rentals,
Jim Wood, Realtor.
_______________________4/29
Apt. for Rent 2 BR. C/A. 1 BLK
from campus. Call 345-9636.
_______________________4/29
Available for Fall, 4 bedroom.
home, $700 a month, 348-8131
Joe or Chris.
_______________________4/29
2BR Apts on square, partially fur-
nished.  Discount rents with
extended leases includes water.
Call 345-4336.
_______________________4/29
3-4 Bedroom house, semi-furnished,
A/C, 2 bathrooms, trash paid, no pets.
$245/person/month. 345-0922
_______________________4/30
2 bedroom apt. Furnished. Water
& trash included. 4 blocks from
EIU. Pets welcome. $400/mo.
317-6743
_______________________4/30
STORAGE, MANY SIZES. $35-75
A MONTH. CALL 345-7286.
_______________________4/30
Fall Rentals. New 4 Bedroom
duplex. 3 blocks from campus.
1800 12th st., and 5 bedroom
house, 1204 Garfield. 
_______________________4/30
Female renters needed for pri-
vate 1, 2, and 3 bdrm apts. Very
unique, cathedral ceilings, sun-
deck, antique floors, too much
to list. 348-0819 (leave mes-
sage).
_______________________4/30
2 Female tennents needed for sum-
mer. 2 bdrm penthouse apt. overlook-
ing historical down town charleston.
Trash, water, offstreet parking, A/C,
private sundeck. Call 348-0819 (leave
message).
_______________________4/30
AS LOW AS $200/EACH. 2 BR
APTS. LOW UTILITIES 10
MONTH LEASES. 345-5048
_________________________00
4 BR house @ 1218 Division.
Across the street from Morton
Park. $220/mo. Day: 235-3373,
Evening: 348-5427
_________________________00
3 BDRM DUPLEX, AVAILABLE
AUGUST. 2 BLOCKS FROM CAM-
PUS, WASHER AND DRYER
INCLUDED. IF YOU WANT NEW,
NICE AND CLEAN LIVING CALL
348-1067.
_________________________00
2 BDRM HOUSE ACROSS FROM
BUZZARD. AVAILABLE AUGUST.
GREAT PRICE AND LOCATION.
1921 9TH ST. CALL 348-1067.
_________________________00
4 BDRM, 2 BATH, BRAND NEW
LARGE APTS. AVAILABLE
AUGUST. DSL INTERNET
READY. WASHER AND DRYER
INCLUDED. 348-1067.
_________________________00
ALL GALS: Very clean, 2 BR fur-
nished apt. Water, trash, laundry
room, all included for $260/mo. on the
corner, 111 2nd st. Right next to park.
Day: 235-3373, Evening: 348-5427
_________________________00
The ultimate large new 3 bedroom
apartment.   1/2 block from Old Main.
$300 each per month.  Must see! 820
Lincoln Ph. 348-7746
_________________________00
2 BR apt.  New remodeled, furnished,
air, laundry, close to campus, fast inter-
net DSL available.  $235-$245/student.
No pets.  Call 235-0405 or 317-3085.
_________________________00
Mini-storage for rent.  As low as
$30/mo and up.  Call 348-7746
_________________________00
Sleep in and walk to Buzzard from
2020 10th st.  Only 3 2BR Apts
left. Lincoln wood Pinetree
Apartments. 345-6000.
_________________________00
Unfurnished, 1 BR house at 1510
1/2 2nd St. for 1 or 2 people. No
pets. Available August 2002. 345-
3148
_________________________00
BACK ON THE MARKET, extra
nice 6 bedroom, 2 bath, house for
girls. W/D full, usable, basement,
hardwood floors, newly remod-
eled. No pets. $275 each. 1528
1st St. 345-7286
_________________________00
Nice, newly remodeled 3 bedroom
apartments. Rent as low as
$250/person. Furnished. Super
low utilities. 345-5022
_________________________00
A 3 BR Duplex Apt. W/D, water
and trash included. $225 each, 3
people. Available June 1st. Not
close to campus. 232-0656.
_________________________00
Leasing for Fall 2002. Several 1
bedroom apts, efficiency apts and
a 3 bedroom house all within
walking distance to Eastern. Call
348-0006
_________________________00
1 BR apt. furnished/unfurnished.
4 location. 1041 7th St., 9361 4th
St., 4061/2 6th St., 1542 4th
Street.  $350-$500/mo.  No pets
345-7286
00
Away from campus, 2 BR fur-
nished/unfurnished.  Very nice,
spacious, 106 W Jackson, 124
5th, 210 6th, no pets, 345-7286.
00
2 BR furnished/unfurnished apt.
Great location, laundry, all elec-
tric, a/c, off street parking.  1041
7th St., no pets, 345-7286.
00
2 BR unfurnished apt, very nice,
all electric, a/c, off street parking,
1530 1st.  No pets 345-7286.
00
3 BR furnished apts, a/c, very
nice, 1051 7th St & 406 1/2 6th St.
Parking, no pets, 345-7286.
00
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS:  2
BR townhouse apartment.
Furnished. Trash pick-up includ-
ed. 2 blocks from campus. Call
348-0350
00
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS
1611 9TH ST. 1 BLOCK EAST OF
OLD MAIN. NOW LEASING
SUMMER 2002 and FALL 2002-
2003. APARTMENTS COM-
PLETELY FURNISHED-HEAT
CampusClips
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NATIONAL SOCIETY OF COLLEGIATE SCHOLARS
Last meeting of the semester 4/18/02 5:30pm Kansas Room
Come for free pizza!!
THE COMMUNICATION ASSOCIATION Meeting tonight
6pm Coleman-Rm 1721. End of the year party!!!
DEPARTMENT OF SPECIAL EDUCATION Special
Olympics Friday, April 19, 2002 7:30-2:30pm O’Brien
Stadium-EIU If you cannot attend the voluntary meeting for
Special Olympics on April 16th, pick up your assignment
form in Room 1212 Buzzard Hall on Wednesday or
Thursday after, between 8am and 4:30pm.
NATURAL TIES. Meeting tonight at 6pm in Martinsville
Rm. A short meeting, applications for exec board are due.
Everyone is welcome!
COUNSELING CENTER & PSI CHI. Test Anxiety
Workshop Wed at 7pm in Lumpkin 2011. Finals got you
nervous?? Dr. David Onestak and Mark May will let you
know how to deal with test anxiety. All are welcome!! 
WESLEY FOUNDATION. Spring Semi-Formal, Friday,
April 19 from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. at the Lighthouse at the
Wesley Foundation (across 4th from Lawson) $3 for singles,
$5 for couples. Refreshments will be served and group and
couple pictures will be taken for a minimal cost.
WESLEY FOUNDATION. Fireside Chat, Tuesday, April 16
at 9 pm at the Wesley Foundation, across 4th from Lawson.
Just come over and chat  with other students and the campus
pastor about whatever you’d like to talk about.
Crossword Edited by Will Shortz
ACROSS
1 Nav. officers
5 Muscle contrac-
tion
10 Madcap
14 Con ___ (vigor-
ously)
15 Nametag word
16 Soothing plant
extract
17 China/Korea bor-
der river
18 Disney’s ___
Center
19 Church seating
20 Brainy
23 Kind of orange
24 Tex-Mex restau-
rant dip
28 Surgery locales:
Abbr.
29 Gridiron great
Groza
31 “You’ve got mail”
co.
32 Words from
Caesar
35 “Beyond Good
and Evil” author
38 Brainy
41 Egotistical
42 Mindless repeti-
tion
43 Biblical verb
ending
44 Attorneys’ org.
45 Bring to bear
47 Coup ___
49 Symbol of
Americanism
54 Brainy
57 Guitarist Hendrix
60 “Secrets & Lies”
director Mike
61 Roman 152
62 Vicinity
63 “Exodus” actor
Sal
64 “___ in Full”
(Tom Wolfe
novel)
65 Succotash tidbit
66 Uneasy feeling
67 Summoned help,
maybe
DOWN
1 Vast gulf
2 “Law & Order,”
e.g.
3 Where to see
“The Last
Supper”
4 San Francisco
bread
5 Clippers
6 Coke competitor
7 Highway to
Fairbanks
8 Gradual
9 Sweater eater
10 Inventor of the
Mothers of
Invention
11 Ginger ___
12 Right away
13 “You bet!”
21 Roofer’s supply
22 Rodeo producer
25 Milk: Prefix
26 Not ___
(mediocre)
27 Coeur d’___,
Idaho
29 One of two ball-
room dancers
30 Horse picker’s
hangout, for
short
32 Flowed back
33 Clichéd
34 Too snug
35 Zip, to Zapata
36 Suffix with expert
37 San Francisco
transport
39 Shrubby land
40 Keyboard key
45 Outcome
46 Patty Hearst’s
kidnap grp.
48 From the Orient
49 Imitating
50 Buzzes, say
51 Director Brian
De ___
52 Suffix with
beaut-
53 Stretching (out)
55 ___ mater
56 Jockey strap
57 Abrupt thrust
58 Wrath
59 ___ culpa
ANSWER TO TODAY’S PUZZLE
Puzzle by Marjorie Richter
No. 0305
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16
17 18 19
20 21 22
23 24 25 26 27
28 29 30 31
32 33 34 35 36 37
38 39 40
41 42
43 44 45 46
47 48 49 50 51 52 53
54 55 56
57 58 59 60 61
62 63 64
65 66 67
ADMSSPASMZANY
BRIOHELLOALOE
YALUEPCOTPEWS
SMARTASAWHIP
MANDARINSALSA
ORSLOUAOL
ETTUNIETZSCHE
BRIGHTASABUTTON
BIGHEADEDROTE
ETHABAUSE
DETATAPPLEPIE
SHARPASATACK
JIMILEIGHCLII
AREAMINEOAMAN
BEANANGSTRANG
2 Month, 4
Month and
9 Month Lease
Female Housemates
1808 S. 9th St.
Single & Shared Rooms
Cross Alley to MLK Union
& Health Clinic
All Utilities Included!
“2 Telephone Lines”
Cable TV, D/W, W/D
3.5 Baths
2 Frig & Extra Freezer
Completely Furnished
Off Street Parking by
Campus Police Dept.
Local Landlord Owner
Dan 345-3273
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE APTS.
(across from Carman Hall)
*Balconies & Patios  *Central Air  *Free Parking *2nd Semester Leases available
*Apts, Studio, 1, 2, or 3 bedrooms *Reasonable Utilities * Pool
* New Volleyball Court *Laundry Facilities 
TERRIFIC APARTMENTS
345-6000
2219 S. 9th St. Apt. 17 & 2020 10th St.
Good selection of apartments still available!
AND GARBAGE ALSO FUR-
NISHED. 3 MONTHS AND 9
MONTHS. CALL 345-7136.
_________________________00
Large 3 Bedroom house near Morton
Park. Screened Front Porch. Private
Backyard. Available May 15 No Pets.
345-6370. Leave Message.
_________________________00
AVAILABLE JANUARY 2002: LARGE
2 & 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
LOCATED NEXT TO THE BUZZARD
BUILDING. RECENTLY RECARPET-
ED. FOR LEASING INFORMATION
CALL 348-0157 OR 581-3681or
www.lanmanproperties.com.
_________________________00
Lease NOW to July - AVAIL-
ABLE FALL 2 Bedroom
Unfurnished Apartment.
Stove, Refrig, A/C.  Trash
paid.  Two Adults $230 each
per month.  1305 18th Street.
Call 348-7746.
_________________________00
AVAILABLE FALL - 2 Bedroom
Furnished & Unfurnished Apts.  Stove,
Refrig, A/C, Trash paid.  Two Adults
$230 each Unfurnished/ $250 each
Furnished.  2001 S 12th Street.  Ph.
348-7746
_________________________00
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom fur-
nished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives.  Call 348-1479
_________________________00
BELL RED DOOR APTS.  1,2, & 3
BEDROOM, OFF STREET
PARKING.  NUMBER OF STU-
DENTS NEGOTIABLE, CITY
INSPECTED AND APPROVED.
OFFICE 345-1266 OR 346-3161.
_________________________00
Avail 11/01- June 02:  * Newly remold-
ed, 4 Bedroom house, Central Air, Off-
street parking.  Walking distance to
EIU.  276-5537
_________________________00
1 bedroom apt, 1 or 2 persons,
1542 4th st. excellent. condition,
all electricity, c/a quiet, reserve
parking. No pets 345-7286
_________________________00
2- Large 2 Bedroom Apts, furnished or
unfurnished 904 7th St. No pets. Call
345-7286.
_________________________00
Four students needed to lease large
townhouse for Fall 2002. Central air,
dishwasher, disposal, washer & dryer.
Trash paid. Available August 15th. No
pets. 345-6370. No Pets.
_________________________00
1,2,3&4 Bedroom Apts. Available
2002-2003 fall -Spring school
year. Leases begin Aug 15, 2002.
10 &11 month leases available.
Security deposit required. No pets
3&4 Bedroom units. Choice loca-
tion, close to campus. 348-8305
_________________________00
LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCA-
TION! House for 4. Available Fall
2002. Across from Old Main. 348-
8406.
_________________________00
2 bdrm furnished apt on the
square avail Aug 1st carpeted,
central air, dishwasher security
deposit $450/per month. 345-
4010.
_________________________00
Summer and next year, 1&2 BR
apartments. Furnished, very large.
Ideal for couples. $350-450 per
apartment. 743 6th st Call 581-
7729(days) or 345-6127(evenings)
_________________________00
2 BR House available August.
Carport, W/D hook-up. No pets.
$500 per month. 345-7286.
_________________________00
4 BR House Near EIU
Dishwasher, W/D, C/A Trash Incl
$275 each.
Call Poteete 345-5088
_________________________00
4 BR Apt Near EIU. Off-Street
Parking, Nearby Laundry, A/C,
Trash Incl.  $250 each.
Call Poteete 345-5088
_________________________00 
Lincoln wood Pinetree
Apartments has 2 and 3 BR to fit
your budget. 2 BR are $250-285.
3 BR are $220-235. Individual 11
month lease. 345-6000.
_________________________00
ROOMS FOR MEN IN MY
HOUSE. $145/mo. summer;
$195/mo. fall/spring. Most util.
incl. Kitchen privileges. 1403 7th.
Diane, 345-7266 after 5 pm
_________________________00
Unfurnished 2 bdrm apt at 1512
2nd St. $275/per person per
month, no pets. 345-3148
_________________________00
Older model Packard Bell with
pentium processor, includes mon-
itor and printer. Must go! Please
call Kari 345-6397.
_______________________4/16
‘83 Honda 500 UTC Shadow. 500cc
UTEC, shaft drive-very fast! 10, 5XX
miles. Handles well, looks nice, reli-
able. $1100. 512-0363
_______________________4/19
-’91 Toyota Corolla $1300.
-’02 Harley Davidson Fatboy motorcy-
cle $15,000(0 miles)
-’02 Ford Harley Davidson(0 miles)
F150 Special Limited Edition.
Please contact Erika @ 581-7436 or
649-7851
_______________________4/30
Giant and Haro Bikes, Kiwi Kayaks
and Acces. at “OAKLEY’S” in
Mattoon. 234-7637 open Tues.-Sat.
_______________________4/30
Female roomie needed for 2002-
2003 2 BDRM Apt. Very close!
Call Melissa ASAP 581-5093
_______________________4/16
Roommate needed ‘02-’03. 3 BR
APT Very close. Call ASAP 581-
8020
_______________________4/17
ROOMMATE NEEDED for Fall
2002 school year. 4 BR house,
very close! $225/month. Includes
water, trash, and laundry room.
1071 9th St. Give me a call at
345-7100. Ask for Lena.
_______________________4/18
Sublessors Needed for best
apartment on campus!! Plush, fur-
nished, and inexpensive. Central
A/C. Available May 5-July 15.
Rent negotiable. 345-0903
_______________________4/19
Large 1 bed apt. for summer. Fully
furnished and great location. Rent
negotiable call 345-0799.
_______________________4/19
Must rent this summer!! Large,
furnished 2 BR Duplex for 2 or
3. Close to campus and bars.
Call 345-2834 for details.
_______________________4/23
NEEDED: SUBLESSORS FOR
SPRING 2002(2 LARGE 2
BEDROOM APTS) LOCATED
ON 9TH ST. MID-CAMPUS.
FULLY FURNISHED, 
INDIRECT WALL LIGHTING,
CERAMIC TILED LIVING
ROOMS AND KITCHENS AND
SKY LIGHTS. FOR ADDITION-
AL LEASING INFORMATION,
CALL 348-0157 
OR 581-3681 or www.lanman-
properties.com.
________________________00
Beautiful, large 1 bedroom apt.
Quiet building located near
square. May-August. $300
obo. Call Joanne 549-5626.
_______________________4/19
Tri-Sigmas, you all did a fabulous
job with Greek Week, you should
all be very proud of yourselves.
_______________________4/16
Alpha Sigma Alpha TUGGERS,
CONGRATS on 3rd place!! We
love you! Your sisters.
_______________________4/16
A BABY TO CHERISH. We’re
from big families, adore children,
have a strong, happy marriage,
and dream of making a warm, lov-
ing home for a child. We value
education, family and fun!  Call
anytime, we’d love to talk to you.
ANNE & MIKE 1-800-618-7750
_______________________4/19
$250 a night potential bartending.
Training provided. 1-800-293-
3985 ext. 627
_______________________4/29
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INTERSESSION REGISTRATION. 
If you have not yet registered for Intersession classes, you
should register immediately. If you do not register for Intersession
BY APRIL 25, you will be assessed a $25 late fee. The only excep-
tion to this late fee is registration for Intersession WORKSHOPS
ONLY; you may register for an Intersession workshop any time
before the workshop and  not be assessed a late fee.
—Molly J. Evans, Assistant Director of Registration
REGISTRATION REMINDER.
If you have not yet registered for Summer or Fall, you should
do so immediately. Complete information is in the schedule bul-
letins, which are available in the Registration Office.  
—Molly J. Evans, Assistant Director of Registration
ASEP APPLICATION MEETING. 
Students interested in the Alternate Secondary Education
Program (ASEP) should attend a meeting to learn about ASEP’s
unique features and get applications for admission. The last spring
meeting is Thursday, April 18, at 5pm in the Secondary Education
office- Buzzard 2147. Anyone who cannot attend should call 581-
7394 for an appointment. 
—Audrey T. Edwards, Director of Alternate Secondary Education
Program
PERKINS/NDSL BORROWERS
If you are graduating or do not plan to be at lease a half-time
student at EIU next semester, it is mandatory to complete an exit
interview. Failure to do will result in a COMPLETE HOLD being
placed on your University record. Interviews will be held in the
office of Student Accounts, south side Old Main, at Cashier’s
entrance on April 8,9,23 and April 24, 2002. Call 217-581-3715 TO
SCHEDULE YOUR EXIT INTERVIEW APPOINTMENT. 
—Laura Gesell, Collections Specialist III
UNIVERSITY ADMISSION TO TEACHER EDUCATION MEETING
Students must attend a meeting to formally apply for University
Admission to Teacher Education and to initiate the selection
process. The College of Education and Professional Studies
schedule meetings each semester.  The required formal applica-
tion form is distributed and collected at the meting and the rules
and regulations concerning selection, admission to and retention in
teacher education are explained. Students who have not previous-
ly applied must attend a meeting. The following meetings are avail-
able Spring Semester 2002 to initiate the selection process:
Saturday, April 13, 2002*    1501 Buzzard Hall Auditorium    1-1:50 pm
Monday, April 22,2002 1501 Buzzard Hall Auditorium   6-6:50pm
* The TAP is also offered on this date.
The next opportunity to initiate the “Selection Process” and apply
for University Admission to Teacher Education will be during the
Summer semester, 2002.
—Dr. Douglas Bower, Associate Dean of College of Education 
STEPHENSON-COLE SCHOLARSHIP
Applications are now being accepted for the Walter and Lola
Stephenson-Cole Scholarship. This scholarship is available to any
student who graduated from Marshall High School. the recipient
should show promise of academic achievement and be able to
demonstrate financial need. Applications may be picked up at
Brainard House, 1548 4th st, or by calling 581-3313. Deadline for
completed application forms is April 15th, 2001. Cris Ealy-
Scholarship Coordinator
—Cris Ealy, Scholarship Coordinator
CHARLESTON BPW SCHOLARSHIP
The Charleston Business and Professional Women Local
Orgainization is accepting applications for a college scholarship to
Eastern Illinois University. This scholarship is for a resident of the
Charleston area. The Charleston BPW has awarded an annual
scholarship since 1996. Applications must be returned by May 10,
2002 , along with a high school and college (if attended) transcripts
that demonstrate at least a B average, a letter of acceptance from
EIU, and two letters of recommendation. Financial need will be
considered. To request an application, call Edie Terwilliger at 348-
1102 (days) or 348-1979 (evenings), or visit the EIU Foundations
at 1548 4th Street.
—Cris Ealy, Scholarship Coordinator
EDGAR COUNTY LORD SCHOLARSHIP
Applications are now being accepted for the Edgar County Lord
Scholarship. This scholarship is available to any student who grad-
uated from one of the high schools in Edgar County (Paris,
Kansas, Shiloh, Chrisman). The applicant be in good academic
standing and must be able to demonstrate financial need.
Applications  may be picked up at Brainard House, 1548 4th street,
or by calling 581-3313. Deadline for completed application forms is
April 15th, 2002. 
—Cris Ealy, Scholarship Coordinator
TEXTBOOK RENTAL SERVICE SPRING SIDEWALK SALE
Textbook Rental Service will hold it’s spring sidewalk sale
April 15th through the 19th. Hours of operation will be from
9am-4pm each day. There are many titles to choose from
and prices will vary. The sidewalk sale will be held rain or
shine.
—Amy Richardson, Chief Clerk of Textbook Rental Service
Officialnotices
Official notices are paid for by the Office of University Publications. 
Questions concerning notices should be directed to the originator.
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM BY MIKE PETERS
DOONESBURY BY GARRY TRUDEAU
Announcements
California middle
school troubles parents
with divided meetings 
ELK GROVE, Calif. (AP) —
The principal at T.R. Smedberg
Middle School held meetings
last week for parents to discuss
their children’s scores on stan-
dardized tests. There were four
meetings in all, with separate
gatherings for whites, Asians,
blacks and Hispanics.
The principal, who is black,
said the segregated meetings
were designed to “get real honest
answers” from black and
Hispanic parents, whose chil-
dren are among the lowest scor-
ers, and to allow them to speak
freely, without embarrassment.
But the separate-but-equal
meetings at the public school
troubled some parents in Elk
Grove, a mostly white, middle-
class suburb of Sacramento, and
brought the threat of a lawsuit
from a conservative organiza-
tion.
“I am not embarrassed to
speak out, and they could have
done it in one big meeting,” said
Randy Reyna, a Hispanic man
whose daughter is in seventh
grade.
Across the country, several
educational and civil rights
groups — including the
NAACP, the ACLU and the
National Education Association,
said they had never heard of
such meetings before. In heavily
black Oakland, however, a mid-
dle school held racially separate
meetings two years ago for par-
ents to discuss after-school pro-
grams.
Some Hispanic parents at
Smedberg said they had mixed
feelings at first. But after their
meeting, one spoke passionately
in Spanish and English about
how to raise her seventh-grader’s
scores.
“Now everyone knows the lev-
els their children are at,” said
Maria Mendoza through daugh-
ter Ariana, who translated. “Now
I know how to help my chil-
dren.”
Sports
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ADVERTISE You’llBeSurprised bythe Results
PANTHER PANTRY
IS NOW SERVING
PEPSI AND
MOUNTIAN DEW
SLUSHIES
Study This!
“School is one place you’ll find the better ingredients to make a better life.
So good luck and study hard.”
3 Large
1 Topping
$21.99
Large 1
Topping
Cheesestixs
& 2 Liter
$13.99
Small
1 Topping &
Breadstixs
$7.99
426 W. Lincoln
348-8282
Sosa, McGriff
homer back-to-back
in win over Expos
MONTREAL (AP) —
Sammy Sosa and Fred
McGriff hit consecutive home
runs and Kerry Wood pitched
six scoreless innings Monday
night to lead the Chicago
Cubs over the Montreal Expos
6-4.
Sosa hit his sixth homer of
the season in the fifth inning
off Carl Pavano (1-2), a drive
that struck a cable 120 feet
above the left-field wall, and
added an RBI double that
chased the starter in the sev-
enth.
The home run rose above
the 160-foot-high concrete
rim that surrounds Olympic
Stadium before descending
and striking midway up one of
two cables from which hang a
pair of speakers above the left-
field wall.
McGriff drew a bases-loaded
walk in the third and followed
Sosa in the fifth with his first
homer of the season, putting
Chicago ahead 3-0.
Moises Alou, who missed the
first two weeks of the season
because of a strained right calf, was
0-for-4 in his Cubs’ debut. He
struck out twice and grounded
into an inning-ending double play
with the bases loaded in the
third.
Offense rallies
behind Garland in
White Sox win
CHICAGO (AP) — Jon
Garland, facing a big start, got
an early lead and set down
Baltimore with ease.
Paul Konerko hit a three-
run homer and matched his
career high with five RBIs,
and Garland rebounded from
two poor starts to pitch seven
strong innings Monday and
lead the Chicago White Sox
over the Orioles 13-4.
“I wanted to show my
teammates that I belong here,”
said Garland, who had allowed
16 hits and six walks in 9 1-3
innings coming in.
inbrief
national
sports
Detroit draws attention it doesn’t want
DETROIT (AP) — The 0-11
Detroit Tigers, off to the fifth-worst
start in baseball history, aren’t just
drawing the ire of local fans. They’re
also becoming the butt of Jay Leno’s
jokes.
Months after ridiculing the
Detroit Lions for their 0-12 start,
Leno has gotten some laughs at the
Tigers’ expense on “The Tonight
Show.”
“Kmart announced today that
they will no longer sponsor signs at
the stadium where the Detroit Tigers
play,” Leno said in a recent mono-
logue. “Oh man, how embarrassing is
that – Kmart thinks you’re a loser!”
It’s difficult for a baseball team to
grab national attention in the first
two weeks of the season – for any rea-
son – but the Tigers have done it by
being in select company that they
want no part of.
Only four major league teams
since 1900, according to the Elias
Sports Bureau, have started worse:
the 1920 Tigers and the 1904
Washington Senators started 0-13,
the 1997 Chicago Cubs lost their first
14 games, and the 1988 Baltimore
Orioles set the record with an 0-21
start.
In that season, the Orioles fired
Cal Ripken Sr. after just six games,
which was the quickest dismissal of a
manager since 1900. This year, the
Tigers matched that mark by firing
manager Phil Garner after Detroit’s
0-6 start.
Now, after five more games, man-
ager Luis Pujols has the same num-
ber of wins that Garner earned this
season: zero.
“I take no consolation in that,”
Garner said in a phone interview
Monday from his home in Texas.“I’m
more saddened and disappointed
than anything else. I feel for them.”
Rams acquire WR Wilkins from Indianapolis
ST. LOUIS (AP) — The St.
Louis Rams acquired wide
receiver and kick returner
Terrence Wilkins from
Indianapolis on Monday for an
undisclosed draft pick.
Wilkins, 26, who had played
his previous three season with
the Colts, replaces the departed
Az-Zahir Hakim in the Rams’
lineup.
Last year, Wilkins caught 34
passes for 332 yards and no
touchdowns. He also returned 21
punts for an average of 10.4
yards and 44 kickoffs for a 22.9-
yard average.
“He’s a good fit for us,” said
Rams coach Mike Martz.
“Terrence can line up in a lot of
places.
“He can catch, return punts
and kickoffs, and he’ll bring
speed and attitude to our
team.”
The 5-foot-10, 180-pound
Wilkins was undrafted out of
Virginia in 1999. As a rookie, he
scored a touchdown as a receiver,
punt returner and kick returner.
He posted career highs in 2000
with 43 receptions and 569
yards, while also scoring three
touchdowns.
“It’s difficult to replace Az
Hakim, but I believe we have
helped ourselves considerably
with this trade,” Martz said.
“This represents one of the most
important moves of the off-sea-
son.”
Hakim, the Rams’ third wide
receiver behind Isaac Bruce and
Torry Holt, was looking for a
chance to start and signed in
March with Detroit. Last year,
Hakim caught 39 passes for just
374 yards.
Sports
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1013  Greek Cour t
For  Rides  or  Infor mat ion,
Cal l  Kr is ten at  581-6734
“Friendship Growing Stronger with Time, 
Like the Ivy that Twines
Alpha Phi Informational
T u e s d a y 7  P M
Casual Dress
VOTE!  VOTE!  VOTE!  VOTE!  VOTE! 
Student Government Elections
Tuesday & Wednesday in
Taylor, Carmen, Coleman,
Union, and Rec Center 
From 9 am to 4 pm
VOTE!  VOTE!  VOTE!  VOTE!  VOTE! 
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VOTE!
Happy 21st B’day Josyln!
I hope you have a
wonderful birthday,
Love, Erika
Looking for  a  s tudent- focused
nurs ing  program?
At Lakeview College of Nursing we have a 
student to faculty ratio of 8:1
Earn your BSN at EIU! 
admissions@lakeviewcol.edu
(217)-443-5238
Russ & Lynda’s
Specials
(11am - 8pm)
Chicken Lunch
2 pieces of chicken
mashed potatoes & gravy
coleslaw
biscuit
3 Piece Dinner
mashed potatoes & gravy
coleslaw
biscuit
Open for Breakfast
Weekdays 5am - 11am
Weekends 5am - 12pm
1305 Lincoln  -  345-6424
$2.55
$2.90
Every Tuesday...
In the DEN
Advertise 
If you advertise it
they will come...
Panther women’s soccer squad signs seven
By Matt Williams
Staff writer
The Eastern men’s soccer team
announced the signing of three additional
recruits, last week, but this week is the
women’s turn.
Panther head coach Steve Ballard
signed seven recruits to National Letters of
Intent: six high school seniors and one
junior college transfer.
Lindsey Holcomb
(Collinsville/Collinsville), Jillian Nowak
(Orland Park/Sandburg), Kim Garkie
(Quincy/Quincy), Morgan Frericks
(Quincy/Notre Dame), Megan
Tischhauser (Normal/University), and
Sharyne Connell (Schaumburg/
Schaumburg) round out the list of high
school seniors while Toni Perry (Grand
Blanc, Mich./Grand Blanc/Schoolcraft) is
a junior college transfer.
The group will help replace the seven
seniors that helped take the Panthers to
their first ever NCAA tournament appear-
ance. Ballard describes the recruits as look-
ing good on paper, but he will not know
what they are capable of until next fall.
Holcomb was named all-conference
and first team all-area twice and to the all-
sectional team last season. She also helped
lead Collinsville the last three regional
championships and sectional title last sea-
son.
Nowak, an all-conference and all-sec-
tional player for Sandburg, was also named
to The Daily Southtown all-area team.
Garkie received all-conference honors
last spring and has been named to the all-
sectional team twice. She was also a mem-
ber of the Wolfpack Soccer Club, the 1998
Missouri State Championship team.
Frericks joins her older sister Audra
who was a First Team All-Ohio Valley
Conference defender for the Panthers last
fall. Morgan is a three year starter at Notre
Dame and helped her team to a fourth
place finish in the 2000 state tournament.
“I think it will be easier for Morgan to
adjust to a campus lifestyle with her sister
being here,” Ballard said.
Tischhauser was named First Team
All-Area last year for her efforts on the
soccer field and also received all-confernce
honors for the Normal University High
basketball team last season.
Connell is one of the top players in the
state. She was named as one of the top 60
returning players this season by the Chicago
Sun Times. She has twice earned all-sec-
tional honors and has also received recog-
nition in basketball.
Perry, a two-time junior college All-
American, will bring some college experi-
ence to the program. She helped lead
Schoolcraft to two national appearances
with a fifth place finish in 2000.
“(Perry) will be a little older and more
mature,” Ballard said. “Hopefully her expe-
rience will be a good addition to our pro-
gram.”
Ballard said he expected each of the
recruits to have some sort of role next fall.
“I think every one of the recruits can
play for us,” Ballard said.
“I expect all of them to contribute
whether it is as a starter or coming off the
bench.”
Recruit Breakdown
New Recruits
Position H.S./JUCO
Sharyne Connell F Schaumburg
Morgan Frericks M Quincy ND
Kim Garkie M Quincy
Lindsey Holcomb F/M Collinsville
Jillian Nowak D/M Orland Park
Toni Perry D/F G.Blanc, Mich.
Megan Tischauser F Normal U-High
Departing seniors
Position Key Stat
Devon Bissell M/D 16 assists
Katy Meyer M .250 shot %
Brooke O’Connell D/M 7 shots
Katie Quiter D/M 2 shots
Melissa Rhines M/F 5 shots
McKenzie Smith M 7 points
Kristin Zabrosky F 3 points
2001 record: 14-6*
*Qualified for NCAA Tournament
Women’s Soccer
ERA, the best in the Ohio Valley Conference.
Eastern junior Damon White (2-1, 2.70
ERA) will take the mound Tuesday.
Sophomore Andy Kuntz (1-0, 5.59 ERA) will
toe the rubber Wednesday against Purdue.
The Boilermakers (16-16) have won four of
their last five games and have a team ERA of
5.65.
They have a team batting average of .277.
The Panthers aren’t exempt from wanting to
win. Instead, it’s all about deducting the strong
points taken from the midweek games and
applying them to the weekend OVC contests.
The Panthers will play a three-game series
at Tennessee Tech this weekend.
“I think we’ve put ourselves in a good spot
for the rest of the season,” Duke said. “It’ll give
us a tough challenge. It will be a good test.
Tennessee Tech has a good team.”
Challenge
from Page 12
selves with five errors including three in the sixth
inning.
“That has kind of been our nemesis this season,”
Tennessee State head coach Joyce Maudie said.
“We have had our ups and downs. The only thing
we have been consistent with is our inconsistency.”
In the rubber match, sophomore pitcher Trish
Sanders (4-6) dominated the Tiger hitters and con-
trolled a no-hitter through four innings on her way
to a a five hit 4-1 victory.
“Trish has been working really hard and has
been showing improvement,” Searle said. Searle
also gave credit to junior catcher Kristin Darnell.
“To every good pitcher, there is a good catcher
behind her.”
Eastern next hosts Southeast Missouri State (8-
20, 5-8) at 2 p.m. Thursday at Williams Field. The
Panthers took two from the Otahkians in a double-
header on April 9.
Twinbill
from Page 12
Bulls defeat Philadelphia 76ers
PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
Jalen Rose scored 32 points, includ-
ing two foul shots with two seconds
remaining, leading the Chicago
Bulls to a 98-96 victory over the
Philadelphia 76ers on Monday
night.
Philadelphia, which clinched a
playoff spot Sunday, rested center
Dikembe Mutombo and also was
without Allen Iverson (broken left
hand), Aaron McKie (eye) and
Derrick Coleman (hyperextended
knee).
The Sixers fell a half-game
behind Orlando for the No. 4 spot
in the Eastern Conference.
The Magic hold the tiebreaker –
a 3-1 record against Philadelphia
this season – should the teams fin-
ish tied.
Eric Snow scored 21 and little-
used Jabari Smith added a career-
high 14 for the Sixers.
Snow missed a 3-pointer at the
buzzer that would’ve won it.
Jamal Crawford had 14 and
Eddy Curry added 12 for the Bulls,
who have won four of five.
Travis Best ’s jumper gave
Chicago its first lead of the second
half, 92-91, with 1:45 left.
After Derrick McKey hit a 10-
footer, Rose drilled a runner to
make it 95-94.
Tyson Chandler made a free
throw to give the Bulls a 96-94
lead. But Best fouled Snow behind
the 3-point line, and Snow hit the
first two free throws to tie it at 96
with 14.7 seconds left.
Rose then got fouled by
McKey on a driving layup, and hit
both.
By Nate Bloomquist
Sports editor
It’ll be a taxing week for the
Panther baseball team.
The week begins Tuesday with
a 3 p.m. game against Illinois and
continues Wednesday with anoth-
er 3 p.m. game against another Big
Ten Conference foe, in Purdue.
But Panther head coach Jim
Schmitz isn’t worried about
crunching the numbers and churn-
ing out a win. Instead, he’s looking
to take a closer look at some of the
depth in his roster.
“It’s a midweek game,” Schmitz
said Sunday. “So as is usually the
case, we’ll try to get in as many
players as we can.”
Schmitz was on a recruiting trip
Monday and could not be reached
for contact.
With no exemptions on the
Panther roster, Eastern seemingly
has nothing to lose and the players
have everything to gain if they can
prove themselves against a pair of
tough squads from the Big Ten.
“It’s always a big rivalry with
them,” Panther senior third base-
man Ben Duke said. “It’ll be a
good challenge. I think if we can
play like we did on Sunday we can
win.”
Eastern has won six of its last
seven games.
The Illini (18-9) opened their
season with 11 wins in their first
12 games. They have since gone 7-
8.
Illinois (18-9) enters Tuesday’s
game with a team ERA of 4.90.
The Panthers (12-15) beat the
Illini in that category with a 4.65
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Panther Sports Calendar
Tuesday: Baseball vs. Illinois, 3 p.m.
Wednesday: Baseball vs. Purdue, 3 p.m.
Thursday: Softball vs. SEMO, 2 p.m.
Friday: M/W tennis at OVC Tourney
Friday: M/W track at Pacesetter Invite
Inside
Women’s soccer team signs seven. Page 11
Cubs, White Sox win. Page 10
By Matt Williams
Staff writer
After a disappointing loss in a
rain-shortened game Friday, the
Eastern softball team bounced back
to take two of three from Tennessee
State this weekend at William’s
Field.
The Panthers (14-16, 6-7 in the
Ohio Valley Conference) took
advantage of Tennessee State (9-
35, 3-11) mistakes and were able to
get a little more consistency in their
hitting in the two victories.
“We did a good job of putting
pressure on them,” Eastern head
coach Lloydene Searle said. “We
were hitting the ball solid and get-
ting it out of the infield to generate
some runs.”
In the first game, the Panthers
got off to an early start by putting
in two runs in the first inning off a
two RBI double from the bat of
junior designated hitter Jen Green.
Eastern took a commanding 4-1
lead into the top of the fifth inning
when rain began to fall.The weath-
er held off just long enough for the
Tigers to pile on four runs in the
frame to take a 5-4 lead. The
Panthers were unable to put forth
any more offense before the game
was canceled due to lightning and
rainy conditions.
Junior Kristen Becker (8-8) took
the loss for Eastern while Shannon
Hicks (5-13) took the win for the
Tigers.
Game 2, which was originally
scheduled for Friday, looked as if it
was going to be a slug-fest early on.
The Tigers got two runs in the top
of the first inning from a two- run
homer from catcher Deanna
Miller.
The Panthers answered with a
run of their own in the bottom of
the first to keep the score close.
Becker took over the game and the
Tigers ended up beating them-
Panthers turn back last-place
Tennessee State in twinbill
Kristin Rojek
Senior reporter
e-mail: cuklr3@pen.eiu.edu
The Slugger
Golf teams
make Tiger-
like feats of
their own
I
t’s that time of year again, and
Tiger Woods has done it
again. Now, I certainly don’t
do more golfing than the
mini kind, but with Tiger Woods
winning his third green jacket
Sunday at the Masters, it grabs my
attention.
The fact that a 26-year old can
win three green jackets may stump
some, others question what he does
with the jackets after he wins them.
Do you wear it out to eat that night,
or do you seal it in one of those coat
bags and stow it away in the closet –
maybe dancing around in it when
no one is home.
Maybe a bigger question is not
even national at all. What’s been
going on with Eastern’s golf teams?
While the men’s and women’s
teams may seem like a forgotten
sport, with baseball and softball
dominating the spotlight, they exist.
But what separates this sport
from the others at Eastern is the fact
that you can’t walk over to Lantz
and see a golf competition. You have
to drive outside the boundaries of
Coles County.
Yes, Eastern has both a men’s
and women’s golf team. And while
Eastern’s golfers are not as well-
known as Tiger Woods, they cer-
tainly are holding their own on the
courses.
This weekend, the women fin-
ished seventh at the Illini Classic as
junior Tyra Frederick led Eastern for
the second consecutive time this
season. She finished in a tie for 16th
and shot a 160. Junior Kristin Hoff
finished just three strokes behind
her teammate. Today, the men fin-
ish three days of competition at the
Billiken Invitational before turning
their attention to OVC action.
Unfortunately for the Eastern
golf fans, that was as close as you
could have gotten to witnessing our
golf team in action.
Both the men and women have
reached the end of their regular sea-
son, and will travel to Paducah, Ky.,
for the Ohio Valley Conference
Championships at the end of the
month.
While the men and women will
be preparing now for conference
recognition, maybe it just isn’t the
same as the nation’s excitement of a
third green jacket.
Matt Meinheit/Staff photographer
A Panther batter swings up at a pitch during Saturday’s doubleheader
against Tennessee State. Eastern won both games of the twinbill.
Caitlin Bullis/Associate photo editor
Eastern senior Scott Metz goes through his delivery during Game 1 of Saturday’s doubleheader against
Austin Peay. The Panthers will play host to Illinois Tuesday and Purdue Wednesday.
Big Ten foes will challenge Panthers
EIU (12-15) Illinois (18-9)
Probable starters
Matchup Breakdown
Damon White
(2-1, 2.70 ERA) 
Ryan Parks
(1-0, 4.76 ERA)
◗ When: 3 p.m., Tuesday
◗ Where:Coaches’ Stadium
Eastern plays host
to Illinois, Purdue
in midweek games
See TWINBILL Page 11
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